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Epidemiological research on cancers by cancer 
registries: A view point
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Dear Editor,
Analysis of the routine data on cancers in a cancer registry 
remains an essential component in understanding the epidemiology 
of cancers in limited resources setting. Routine data of cancer 
registry can be used for retrospective studies. However, short-term 
case-control study design should be taken up in a Hospital-based 
Cancer Registry (HBCR), which is also one of the specific 
objectives of HBCR’s under the Indian Council of Medical 
Research. The overall age adjusted incidence rate (AAR) of 
cancers for male ranges from 180 to 270/100,000 populations 
and 160 to 190/100,000 population in females of Northeast 
India.[1] The AAR of carcinoma of the esophagus in males is as 
high as 27-70/100,000 population in this region, and AAR of 
carcinoma gallbladder in females of Kamrup-Urban registry area 
is 14/100,000 populations, which is second to the highest (Chile) 
in the world.[1] A high AAR is also seen for esophageal cancers 
in females and for gallbladder cancers in males of this region. 
This type of information obtained from Population-based 
Cancer Registries (PBCR) becomes the background to conduct 
hospital-based case-control studies. The relative proportion of 
tobacco-related cancers in this region is around 40-70% in males 
and 20-43% in females varying from one registry to another of 
Northeast India,[1] which has been compounded by the habits of 
local betel nut, quid and areca nut consumption that is prevalent in 
our population, and fermented betel nut chewing habits has been 
demonstrated as a risk factor for esophageal cancer.[2] Moreover, 
certain indigenous dietary habits of different ethnic groups of our 
population may be responsible for variations in the patterns of 
cancer in different ethnic groups of the state of Assam.[3]

At this juncture, the high incidence of cancers which has been 
demonstrated by reports from different PBCR’s of this region 
and also the state of Assam remains mostly unexplained. The 
high incidence rates of certain cancers cannot be solely explained 
by known or established risk factors. The population of South 
Asian region is of the same race, but still there is a marked 
variation of cancers from one region to the other. There are 
certain areas for epidemiological research in this part of the world 

like, geographical regions where there are high levels of ground 
water arsenic and its compounds,[4] exposure to pesticides through 
contaminated food sources due to unscientific and rampant use of 
organophosphorus pesticides, regions with pollution of the water 
sources by industrial effluents, and various indigenous food habits 
like the use of alkaloids in diet locally known as kalakhar (made 
out of dried and burned stalk of banana leaves) as a dietary risk 
for esophageal cancers needs to be further investigated.[5] Whether 
all these are acting as lifestyle and/or environmental risk factors 
for cancers of the esophagus and gallbladder in this part of the 
world needs to be answered by epidemiological research. With an 
increase in the population size as well as increase in proportion of 
the elderly population the burden of cancers will rise and along 
with that a large proportion of our population will be afflicted 
by cancers of the esophagus and gallbladder. Cancers of the 
esophagus and gallbladder are fatal cancers and epidemiological 
research is a viable alternative for possible control and reducing 
deaths due to these cancers. It is time for cancer epidemiologists 
to work in liaison with specialist researchers from environmental 
sciences, geological sciences, and social scientists to establish 
such association if there is any. Moreover, the data on cancer that 
is currently available with different registries of this region can be 
materialized for such collaborative and joint research.
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Oncocytic adenoma of thyroid with papillary 
architecture: A diagnostic dilemma
DOI: 10.4103/2278-330X.149958
Dear Editor,
Neoplasms of thyroid pose diagnostic challenges when 
they contain papillary architecture without the characteristic 
nuclear features [CNF] diagnostic of papillary thyroid 
carcinomas [PTC]. These CNF of PTC include-enlarged nuclei, 
fine or ground glass chromatin, optical clearing, intranuclear 
grooves, intranuclear cytoplasmic inclusions (ICI) and nuclear 
overcrowding.[1] Follicular adenomas (FA) and oncocytic 
adenomas (OA) have been described to contain papillary areas 
without the CNF of PTC. It has been documented that, FA and 
OA with papillary architecture (OAPA) and microscopically 
showing CNF of PTC in <30% of the cells may be considered 
as limited nuclear features (LNF) of PTC.[2,3]

In (OAPA) it is difficult to take a call between adenomas 
versus oncocytic PTC. In a comparative analytical study on 
FA; the cases grouped as OAPA displayed LNF of PTC.[3] 
The control PTC’s used in this study displayed CNF of PTC 
in >30% cells. Cases did not develop metastases on follow up. 
The authors recommend papillary adenomas are well recognized 
in order to avoid over-diagnosis.[2]

We encountered a case with an encapsulated thyroid 
nodule containing papillary architecture but with LNF 
not diagnostic of PTC, which prompted us to write this 
commentary.
A 30-year-old female presented with a swelling in the neck 
since 6 months measuring 4 cm × 5 cm, in right thyroid lobe. 
Ultrasonography revealed a solitary nodule in the right lobe 
of the thyroid measuring 40 mm × 48 mm × 44 mm. Thyroid 
scan revealed a nonfunctioning nodule. Fine-needle aspiration 
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